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Only two percent of new books released in Germany are professionally edited for visually impaired people. 
However, more and more print publications are made available to the public in digital formats through online 
content delivery platforms like “libreka!”. The automatic conversion of such contents into DAISY would consider-
ably increase the number of publications available in accessible formats. Still, most data available on “libreka!” 
is published as non-tagged PDF. In this paper, we examine the potential for automatic conversion of “libreka!”-
based content into DAISY, while also analyzing the potentials and limitations of current conversion tools.
1 Introduction
At present, only two, at most three percent of about 100,000 new books published every year in Germany 
are made available for visually impaired people (Dittmer 2007). Up to now, print publications had to be 
converted manually into an accessible format, which is often tedious, time-consuming and expensive. This 
might change, however, with the increasing availability of print publications in digital form.
In Germany, “libreka!” (www.libreka.de) is an important service provider for electronic publications. Previ-
ously known as “Volltextsuche Online” (Buchreport Express 2008, 9), it is often described as “rival” (DW-
World 2007) or “challenger” (Anderson 2008) of the well-known, but highly controversial Google Book 
Search (books.google.com). Operated by MVB, a subsidiary of the German Publishers and Booksellers Fed-
eration (Börsenverein des Deutschen Buchhandels), it is one of Germany‘s biggest online content delivery 
platforms; supported and supplied by more than 1,000 publishers and giving access to more than 100,000 
book titles or more than 30 million pages of text (Gerster 2009). 
“Libreka!” sets great store by compliance with German copyright laws, thus facilitating the reuse of 
“libreka!”-based data for accessibility purposes. §45a of the German Copyright Act (Urheberrechtsgesetz, 
UrhG) allows for the reproduction of copyrighted material in accessible form, if the information is not ade-
quately available elsewhere. As a central platform for content previously published in print, “libreka!” could 
serve as a primary source for the conversion of up to now inaccessible documents into media-independent, 
accessible formats like DAISY.
The German Publishers and Booksellers Federation has already assured its support to foster and develop 
an accessibility project named “Leibniz” (Kahlisch 2008). This project, spearheaded by the German Central 
Library for the Blind, will be implemented under the aegis of MEDIBUS (Mediengemeinschaft für blinde 
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und sehbehinderte Menschen e. V.), the Association for Special Library Services in Germany. The primary 
objective of “Leibniz” will be the largely automatic conversion of commercial publishing data, especially 
educational and reference material, into an accessible form (l. c., 3) – with “libreka!” being a potential source 
material provider.
2 Materials and methods
A prerequisite for this cooperation is, of course, the suitability of the data available on “libreka!” for conver-
sion purposes. Even though, according to (Libreka 2008, 7), content can be delivered in various formats, the 
“libreka!” online document style guide (Libreka 2008a) suggests that Adobe’s Portable Document Format 
(PDF) currently is the main file format for online content delivery. Documents destined for the “libreka!” 
platform have to meet several requirements (Libreka 2008a, 3 – 9); e. g. file size restrictions, embedding of 
fonts, picture resolution and color palettes or the avoidance of multi-page layouts.
Furthermore, source documents have to be delivered without security restraints. Access restrictions, 
though not explicitly advocated by “libreka!”, may be added later on publisher’s request, but are inadmis-
sible for the sources themselves. This, of course, is an important prerequisite for full text extraction, Digital 
Rights Management (DRM) and Secure PDF being known to have created accessibility problems in the past 
(Access IT 2009; Hellbusch 2005, 245 – 260). 
On the other hand, the inclusion of semantic structures in the PDF source documents (“tagged PDF”), is 
neither required nor described in the online document style guide. Thus, it seemed likely that at least some 
of the documents on “libreka!” were non-tagged PDF. With DAISY relying heavily on structured markup, the 
absence of such structures within the source PDF documents presented a potential obstacle for further 
processing. In order to assess this risk, some sample documents were analyzed.
2.1 Analysis of “libreka!” data
In agreement with “libreka!”, ten sample documents were chosen from the online catalogue. In accordance 
with the primary objectives of the “Leibniz” project (Kahlisch 2008, 3), ten text and reference books were 
selected, which in general contain more complex structures than fiction titles1. The corresponding publish-
ers were contacted, and for eight out of those ten titles, permission was granted to use these works for 
further analysis. In some cases, even the print publishing source data was made available, allowing for a 
better understanding of the production process and inherent document structure (Dobroschke 2008, 36).
In a preliminary check, the compliance of those files with basic accessibility requirements was tested by 
using the German guidelines on accessible IT (BITV 2002). From the results shown in Table 1 it can be derived 
that all documents were incomplete (flap pages and/or jacket texts were missing) and one document still 
contained register marks (which, whilst important to print processing, hinder reading in electronic publish-
ing). Alternative texts substituting images for visually impaired people were missing completely, as well as 
specifications of primary document languages (the latter being especially important for screen readers). 
Consequently, none of the documents chosen on “libreka!” even complied with fundamental accessibility 
requirements.
1  Furthermore, certain features of the DAISY 3 standard seem to be particularly useful in education settings and for refer-
ence books (Leas, Persoon et. al. 2008, 36).
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Document 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
file format
PDF PDF PDF 
(scanned)
PDF PDF PDF 
(scanned)
PDF PDF
PDF version 1.6 1.3 1.6 1.3 1.6 1.6 1.4 1.4
tags included no no no no no no no no
alt text for  
images included
no no no no no no no no
primary language speci-
fied
no no no no no no no no
full text extraction per-
mitted
yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes
title page  
included
yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes
flap page  
included
no no no no no no no no
register marks  
removed
no yes yes yes yes yes yes yes


















Table 1: Results of the formal analysis of the eight sample documents (potential accessibility problems are highlighted with 
a gray background)
Furthermore, none of the eight documents contained tag structures; two documents even used PDF ver-
sion 1.3, which disallows the inclusion of such structures completely. Two more documents were created 
by scanning of print documents, so that even plain text information had to be extracted by optical character 
recognition (OCR); a complex and error-prone process. 
Thus it became apparent that pre-processing was necessary before a conversion of “libreka!” documents 
into DAISY could be initiated. Whereas for the inclusion of alternative texts and language specifications, 
manual intervention was inevitable, the construction of tag structures could be (at least partially) auto-
mated.
2.2 Comparison of tag structures
In order to find out, if and to which extent a (semi-) automatic conversion of “libreka!” non-tagged PDF-data 
into DAISY 3.0 was possible, several issues concerning document structure had to be resolved. It was im-
portant to determine: 1. what kind of tag structures could be included in PDF documents in the first place, 
2. if and how they could be mapped to corresponding structures in the DAISY standard, 3. whether those 
structures were complex enough to preserve all semantic elements identified in the “libreka!” sample docu-
ments and 4. how important these structures were for the production of accessible material.
To answer these questions, first, all sample documents were analyzed and all semantic elements identifi-
able therein were collected. Second, an expert survey was conducted with staff members of the German 
Library for the Blind to determine frequency and importance of those semantic structures for the production 
of accessible material (important elements missing in the digest could be added by the experts if neces-
sary). Finally, all structures either occurring in the sample documents or added by the experts were mapped 
to markups available in tagged PDF and DAISY, if possible.
2.3 (Semi-)automatic generation of tag structures
Based on the results of this analysis, in a last step, the potential for automatic tag structure generation 
from the non-tagged PDF sources was analyzed. For that purpose, Adobe Acrobat 8 Professional was used, 
being the standard tool for PDF manipulation. The “libreka!” sample documents were first processed fully 
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automatically by using the “Add Tags to Document” feature of Adobe Acrobat (Adobe 2007, 5). In order to add 
semantic structures to non-tagged PDFs, this function has to perform two separate tasks:
•  First, the source data has to be analyzed and changes in visual formatting have to be detected (e. g. 
a change in font weight from regular to bold or in font size from 10 pt to 12 pt). 
•  Second, the semantic meaning of this change must be identified (e. g. bold formatting might be a sign for 
emphasis) and the correct markup has to be assigned to the corresponding information. Being unable to 
truly “understand” the meaning of the processed texts, Adobe Acrobat has to use heuristics to perform 
this task (e. g. one single line containing both changes in font weight and font size might probably be a 
headline).
The result of this transformation was saved in parallel to XML (by using the “Save as XML 1.0” function of 
Acrobat 8) and to the Microsoft Word 2007 .DOC format (“Save as MS Word”). The MS Word version allows 
to draw conclusions on the outcome of phase one, by determining whether all visual formatting of the 
non-tagged PDF source was correctly propagated to the .DOC format. The result of the second, much more 
difficult task could be examined in the XML version, containing only structured markup without visual for-
matting. Thereby, this two-fold approach allowed for a rough assessment of the capability of Adobe Acrobat 
Professional 8 to build up missing semantic structures.
3 Results of tag structure comparison
In order to compare the semantic structures of PDF and DAISY 3, all block and inline elements listed in the 
DAISY 3 Structure Guidelines (DAISY 2008) were set against the PDF standard tag set as listed in the Adobe 
Acrobat 8 Help (Adobe Help 2006). Subsequently, the “libreka!” sample documents were analyzed and all 
semantic elements identifiable within were collected. 
Finally, an expert survey was conducted with staff members of the German Library for the Blind (DZB), in 
order to determine if further elements important for the production of accessible material had to be added. 
The expert group comprised DZB staff members dealing with DAISY DTB production (both text to speech 
and human narration) as well as Braille book, Braille music and large print production specialists, respec-
tively. To add both user and technical perspectives, a blind DZB staff member and a DZB IT specialist were 
interviewed as well.
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DAISY markup PDF markup
structures in sample 
documents or added by 
experts
semantic meaning
Part I: DTB Meta Structure (extract)
1–2 <dtbook>, <book> 1 <Document>




File > Properties > 
Advanced > Reading 
Options > Language
specification of document 
language
language specification
Part II(a): Major Structural Elements (extract)
3–8
<level1> –  
<level 6>
major division of a publication;  
level 1 – 6
9–14  <h1> – <h6> 2–7 <H1> – <H6> 1–6 headlines heading for level 1 to 6
15 <level> 
major division of a publication;  
used for recursive structures
16  <hd> 8 <H>
text of a heading in <level>, <poem>, 
<list> etc.
17 <div> 9 <Div> 7
text blocks of differing 
visual formatting 
generic container for  
subdivisions 
18 <frontmatter> 8–10
title page, jacket text,  
impressum 
guide to content of the DTB. must 
contain doctitle, may contain docau-






<TOC>, <TOCI> 11 table of contents table of contents
19 <bodymatter> 
main text without preliminary or 
supplementary material
<level class= 







supplementary material such as  
appendices, glossaries,  
bibliographies, and indices
<level1 class= 
 “ [appendix | 




appendix, glossary,  
bibliography
21 <cite> 15 <BibEntry> 15 citation reference (or citation)
22 <dl> 16 <Index> 16 entry in a glossary
definition list  
(e. g. a glossary or an index)
23  <dt> term in a definition list
24  <dd> definition in a definition list




free-floating heading not associated 
with hierarchical structure
28 <byline>
information about creator of,  
or contributor to, a work
29 <code> 17 <Code> 17
computer source code 
(block)
fragment of computer code
30 <dateline> creation date and/or place
31 <epigraph> 18 epigraph epigraph
32 <kbd> keyboard input
33 <linegroup>
set of lines,  
for example within a <poem>
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DAISY markup PDF markup
structures in sample 
documents or added by 
experts
semantic meaning
Part II(b): Block Elements
34  <line>
single logical line of text  
in a line group
35 <list> 18 <L>
ordered, unordered,  
or preformatted list




<LBL>,<Lbody> list item component
38 <annotation> annotation
39  <annoref> reference on annotations
40 <note> 22 <Note> 19 footnote footnote or endnote
41  <noteref> 23 <Reference> reference to a foot- or endnote
42 <p> 24 <P> 20 paragraph paragraph
43 <prodnote>
producer’s note (additions to 
alternative-format version)
44 <blockquote> 25 <BlockQuote> 21 quotation (block) blockquote
45 <samp>
sample output from programs, 
scripts or other work
46 <sidebar> 22 sidebar
information supplementary to the 
main text; often boxed and printed 
apart from main text
Part II(c): Inline Elements
47 <a> 26 <Link> 23 www address anchor for hypertext link
48 <abbr> 24 abbreviation abbreviation
49 <acronym> 25 acronym acronym
50 <bdo> writing direction marker
(29) <code> (17) <Code> (17)
computer source code 
(inline)
fragment of program code
51 <dfn>
first occurrence of a term defined 
elsewhere
52 <em> 26
formatting signifying  
emphasis
emphasis
(32) <kbd> keyboard input
53 <br> 27 empty line/line break line break
54 <linenum> line number, e. g. in legal text
55 <pagenum> 28 page number page number
(43) <prodnote>
producer’s note  
(content ad ded to the alternative-
format version by the producer)
56 <q> 27 <Quote> (21) quotation (inline) short, inline quotation
(45) <samp>
sample output from programs, 
scripts or other work
57 <sent> sentence
58 <span> 28 <Span> generic inline container
<span lang: …>
Tag Properties > 
 Language
29 markup for foreign words markup for foreign words
59 <strong> 30 strong emphasis strong emphasis
60 <sub> subscript character(s)
61 <sup> superscript character(s)
62 <w> 31 catchword word (e. g. keyword)
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DAISY markup PDF markup
structures in sample 




63 <table> 29 <Table> 32 table table
64 <col> table column
65 <colgroup> column group
66 <thead> row(s) of header information
67 <tfoot> table footer
68 <tbody> table body
69 <tr> 30 <TR> table row
70 <td> 31 <TD> table data
71 <th> 32 <TH> tabe head
Part II(e): Images
72 <imggroup> image group
73 <img> 33 <Figure>
33 – 
35
image, graphic, diagram image
74 <caption> 34 <Caption> 36 image caption table or image caption
<img 
 alt=“…“>
Tag Properties > 
 Alternative text
38 alternative text alternative text for images
Part II(f): Poetry
75 <poem> 39 poem poem (complete or fragment)
76 <title>
title of content included, quoted, or 
referenced in a work (e. g. poem or 
citation)
Part II(g): Mathematics
77 <math> 35 <Formula> 40 mathematical formula mathematical formula
Semantic structures without corresponding markup in DAISY 3
41 dialogue
dialogue between two or more 
speakers (e. g. in a play)
36 <Form> 42 interactive form interactive form
43 legal text legal text
44 music notes music notes (block or inline)
45 running head running head
46 telephone number telephone number
Visual formatting that can not be mapped unambiguously to DAISY 3
change of font family | font or background color | font size | font variant | font weight | type face
asterisk or asterism separating chapters | ligatures
Table 2: Comparison of tag structures in the DAISY 3 standard, the Adobe PDF standard tag set and the “libreka!” sample 
documents, respectively
These experts had to review a list of semantic elements extracted from the eight “libreka!” documents in 
order to assess, how important these semantic elements were for the production of accessible documents, 
and how often they occurred in their field of work (or, in the case of the DAISY user, in everyday reading). If 
necessary, missing elements could be added to the list; these cumulated additions were presented to all 
experts in a second round. The questionnaire and a detailed list of responses can be found in (Dobroschke 
2008, XVII – XLII).
The resulting list of semantic elements is shown in table 2. From this data, several conclusions could be 
drawn:
•  the DAISY 3 standard has 82 pre-defined structures, 78 of which are listed here2, including 17 block level3 
and 20 inline elements to mark up semantic structures within the document plus four additional tags sets 
2  The <dtbook> and <frontmatter> meta structures <covertitle>, <docauthor>, <doctitle> <head>, <link> and <meta> were 
omitted. In exchange, the MathML root element <math> was added, because it can be used as part of the DAISY 3 Modular 
Extension for Mathematics (DAISY 2008a).
3  In table 2, five additional elements are listed in the block level section, representing either substructures (e. g. a <line> in a 
<linegroup>) or elements closely related to one of the block elements (e. g. a reference <annoref> to an <annotation>).
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for tables, images, poetry and mathematics (DAISY 2008). Some DAISY elements that can be used both as 
inline and block level elements are listed twice but counted only once in table 2 (on the second occurrence, 
the number is set in brackets). The sort order is based on (DAISY 2008b).
•  Adobe PDF, in contrast, features only 36 standard PDF tags (Adobe Help 2006), whereof only 10 can be 
manipulated directly via the “Touch Up Read Order” Tool (all others can only be accessed indirectly by us-
ing the “Properties”-Feature of the “Tag” palette). Of those 36 tags, five describe container elements like 
<document> or <part>, and six others represent substructures of tables and ordered lists, respectively. 
Deducting those eleven from the total number of elements, only 25 tags remain to mark up semantic 
structures within the document itself.
•   The PDF tags architecture being extensible, alternative tag sets can be defined by the user – but each cus-
tom tag has to be mapped to an existing standard tag (by using a “role map”) to be properly interpreted. 
Furthermore, custom tags cannot be used for automatic tag structure generation.
•  So, basically, only the 25 tags mentioned above remain for automatic conversion, which is considerably 
less than the tag set provided by DAISY 3. However, the PDF tag set is an almost complete subset of the 
DAISY tag set, i.e. nearly all PDF tags can be mapped unambiguously to DAISY tags (the one exception be-
ing <form>, which – in PDF – is used to mark up input fields for PDF forms. Interactive forms, however, are 
rather uncommon in DAISY books).
•   The analysis of the sample documents provided a list of 32 semantic structures. The expert review added 
14 more elements, resulting in a final count of 46. Again, almost all of these semantic structures could 
be mapped to DAISY 3 tags. Most of them had a direct counterpart in DAISY. Some others, like a markup 
for foreign words or alternative texts for images, could be expressed using DAISY 3 (pseudo-)attributes 
(<span lang: … > or <img alt=”…”>, respectively). 
•   Eight other expert additions were examples of visual formatting, that conveyed semantic meaning but 
could not be unambiguously mapped to a certain semantic element (e. g. a change in type face or font 
weight might be denoting emphasis, a technical term in an index or the beginning of a new section (head-
line), respectively). It became apparent that especially a detection of those ambiguous elements would be 
posing a main obstacle for automatic tag structure generation.
For some additions of the accessibility experts – like interactive forms and music notes – there were no 
corresponding elements in DAISY. However, as already mentioned above, interactive forms are quite un-
common in DAISY books, and for the inclusion of musical notation, a requirement submission to include 
MusicXML as a Modular Extension to DAISY (in the same way as mathematical expressions can be added to 
DAISY using MathML (DAISY 2008a)) has already been posted in the requirements area of daisy.org (Pritch-
ett 2009). Other additions, like markup for dialogue, legal text or telephone numbers, albeit not explicitly 
stated in the DAISY standard, can be expressed by using tags like <div>, <linenum>, <line> and <address>, 
respectively.
In contrast, the pre-defined elements in Adobe PDF were way too few to map all semantic elements either 
identified in the sample documents or added by the experts one-to-one to PDF standard tags. In particular, 
block elements to mark up addresses, authors, epigraphs or information in a sidebar and inline elements 
for abbreviations or acronyms, emphasis or page numbers were missing.
Concerning the frequency of occurrence of those semantic elements for the production of accessible mate-
rial, the experts stated that some elements were more frequent than others (e. g. imprint, table of content, 
headlines, paragraphs), and that frequency varied according to publishing channel (e. g. alternative texts 
were more important for Braille book production than for the creation of human narrated digital talking 
books).
Concerning importance, the results showed that none of the markups listed were irrelevant for the produc-
tion process (Dobroschke 2008, 45). The Braille book and IT specialists even considered almost 100% of 
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those elements to be very important. In a final discussion with all experts after completion of the survey, 
there was general agreement on the fact that every piece of information discernable for seeing persons 
has to be accessible for visually impaired people as well. Therefore, “unimportant markups” do not exist: 
to ensure equal rights, every piece of information that is considered important for seeing persons has to be 
included in the accessible version as well.
4 Results of (semi-) automatic tag structure generation
Having thus identified a set of tags relevant for the production of accessible documents, next, the potential 
of Adobe Acrobat Professional for automatic tag structure generation was examined. As already mentioned 
above, the “Add Tags to Document” feature of Acrobat was used for that purpose, the result was saved in 
parallel to XML and to the MS Word .DOC format. These documents were analyzed visually4 (see table 3).
In the first column of table 3, all PDF standard tags are listed – representing the one set of semantic ele-
ments available in Adobe Acrobat for tag structure generation. In the second column, the assignment of 
semantic markup and its propagation to the XML format is shown, and in the third column, the results for 
identification and propagation of visual formatting to the .DOC format are analyzed.
In table 3, several markers are used to indicate the degree of target achievement. If a certain visual format/
semantic structure did not occur in a sample document, the corresponding table data cell is marked with 
an “x”. If a structure did occur and its formatting/meaning was correctly identified on every instance lo-
cated, the corresponding cell is marked as “+”. If incorrect (or missing) formatting / markups occurred, but 
the structure had been correctly identified at least once, the corresponding cell is marked as “o”. Instances 
where not even one correct format/assignment could be found, are marked as “–”.
Adobe PDF  
standard tags
Export to XML 
sample document
Export to Microsoft .Doc 
sample document
Container elements 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
<Document> + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +
divisions and subdivisions <Div>, <Art>, <Sect> o – o x – x x x o – o x – x x x
Heading and paragraph elements 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
headlines <H>, <H1> – <H6> + o o – o – o o + + + + + o o +
paragraph <p> – – + o + + + o – o + o + + + +
Label and list elements 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
list <L>, <LI> o o o x x o x o + o – x x o x o
Special text elements 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
quotation <BlockQuote> x x x x x – x – x x x x x – x +
caption <Caption> – x + – o x x o o x o + + x x o
indexes <Index> o o o – o o x o + + o o + o x +
table of contents <TOC>, <TOCI> o o – o + o o – + + – + + o o –
Table elements 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
table 
<Table>, <TR>,  
<TD>, <TH>
– + – x x x x x o + – x x x x x
Inline-level elements 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
bibliography entry <BibEntry> x x x – x – x – x x x o x + x +
quote <Quote> – – – x x – x – – o – x x o x o
span <Span> – – – – – x – – + – + o + x + +
4  The first ten pages of each book were examined in great detail (each occuring semantic structure was checked), the rest of 
the document was inspected on a random basis. More infrequent structures were explicitly looked up in the sample docu-
ments.
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Special Inline-level elements 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
computer source code <Code> x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x
image <Figure> o + – o + x x + + + – o + x x o
interactive form <Form> x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x
mathematical formula <Formula> x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x
link <Link> + + + + + – + o + – – – + – – –
footnote <Note> x x x – – x – o x x x o o x – o
reference <Reference> x x – – – – – – x x – o + + + +
Other structures important for accessibility 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
page number – – – – – – – – – – – o – – – –
running head o – – x x x x – + – – x x x x +
sidebar x x – – x x x x x x o o x x x x
abbreviation – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – –
accronym – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – –
formatting signifying  
emphasis + – – – + – x – + + o – o – x o
markup for foreign words Tag Properties > Language – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – –
Table 3: Results of (semi-)automatic generation of tag structures with Adobe Acrobat Professional 8; obtained by visual in-
spection of the resulting documents after export to XML and the Microsoft Word 2007 document format, respectively.
The results for the conversion to XML show that the overall detection rate of semantic structures is rather 
poor. However, the quality of the results varies considerably from one sample document to another: Four out 
of eight tables of content were converted more or less correctly – but in three others, headlines were broken 
up and/or wrong markups were used. The markup of paragraphs was almost faultless in four documents, 
and in some of them, even more complex structures like divisions or parts were correctly identified. For the 
other half of the documents, however, results were rather mixed. Documents created via optical character 
recognition (OCR) suffered a substantial decrease of the detection rate. Evidently, the success of automatic 
tag structure generation depends strongly on the internal structure of the PDF source.
Unfortunately, for some basal structures like tables or lists, detection problems occurred in almost every 
instance. The hierarchic structure of headlines or complex tables was seldom replicated correctly; captions 
went largely undetected. Sidebars and two column layouts were never identified correctly; the former were 
mostly integrated in the main text, the latter interpreted as tables (see figure 1).
Figure 1: Incorrect markup of PDF source content (left) to XML (right): sidebar in two column layout interpreted as table
The detection rate, while being on an already rather low level for block elements, was even lower for inline 
structures such as emphasis (e. g. italic or bold formatting), inline quotations or foreign words – almost all 
these structures were lost in the conversion process. Likewise, page numbers or column titles were never 
propagated to the resulting XML structure, thus endangering citability.
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For the interpretation of these results, the visual formatting transferred to the MS Word documents provided 
interesting insights (see column 3). In general, the detection rate was a little higher here – the visual format-
ting of headlines, paragraphs and images was transferred with higher reliability.
Indentation, inline formatting or two column layout were to some extent detected automatically. Meta struc-
ture elements such as fly-title, imprint or foreword were often presented in the original formatting; how-
ever, not all page breaks were correct. The conversion of tables, lists or diagrams, sidebars, column titles 
or page numbers was unfortunately rather faulty.
Moreover, problems concerning the detection of inline elements became apparent here, too: emphasis 
expressed by font variation (“italic”) was propagated, whereas changes in font weight (“bold”) were not 
detected at all. Sequences of separate lines (e. g. in the imprint) were often merged to a single paragraph.
It’s a remarkable coincidence that especially those semantic structures – like poems and sidebars, table 
header and table footer, page numbers, column titles, inline elements – that possess a specific markup in 
DAISY but no corresponding PDF standard tag are missing in the resulting .DOC or XML documents.
Figure 2: Erroneous conversion of visual formats from PDF source document (left) to MS Word (right): running head (1) and 
table caption (2) missing, faulty positioning of table heads (3)
This is not as obvious as it may appear; because it would have been possible to map all unknown semantic 
structures to a standard tag (e. g. table headers or footers could have been marked up as paragraphs <p>, 
missing inline elements as span <span> or sidebars as divisions <div>). Instead, the information contained 
therein is ignored completely – or, in the case of the missing inline elements, indistinguishable from the 
surrounding text. An example can be seen in figure 2, where page number, running title and table caption 
are missing completely – and the assignment of table captions to columns is incorrect.
5 Discussion
Automatic tag structure generation is a rather difficult undertaking; it was certainly not to be expected that 
the “Add Tags to Document” functionality of Adobe Acrobat would produce 100% error-free results. Regret-
tably, the results obtained in this study proved to be even poorer than expected – and some shortcomings 
of the PDF tag architecture are definitely responsible for this. In particular, the limited set of inline elements 
and the apparent inability to identify two column layouts or sidebars proved to be a severe limitation. Fur-
thermore, it is not tolerable that structures that could not be properly identified were completely ignored, 
resulting in a complete loss of the information contained therein. Instead, default tags like <div> or <span> 
should have been used to preserve both content and structure. Likewise, the ignoring of page numbers and 
running heads in the detection process represented a serious problem for the production of accessible 
material. 
Thus it can be stated that although Adobe Acrobat is certainly providing basic accessibility functions, im-
portant features are still missing, the range of functions already implemented being way too limited for 
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professional requirements5. While the development of interim solutions may be a useful way to improve 
accessibility (Dick & Golshani 2008, 25), both the PDF standard tag set and the Acrobat conversion tools have 
to be improved to really solve accessibility issues in a satisfactory manner. 
As long as (semi-) automatic tag structure generation is still delivering rather poor results, it is easier to 
use tagged PDF right from the start, i.e. to generate PDF tag trees directly from the source documents for 
print production. If the export function used for this purpose supports custom tag sets, even markups una-
vailable in the PDF standard tag set can be integrated in the tagged PDF document and exported to XML 
as well6. This, however, often requires direct influence on print production and the documents used in this 
process – if the print publishers do not decide to produce tagged PDF on their own accord. Unfortunately, the 
“libreka!” sample documents illustrated that the availability of tagged PDFs is currently lower than desired. 
Therefore, processing of non-tagged PDF documents is at present not always avoidable. To improve the 
rather unsatisfactory results, a development of tools that allow for user intervention in the tag structure 
detection process could be an interesting approach. It might be helpful, for instance, if certain visual for-
matting could be mapped to a corresponding semantic element (e. g. each piece of information formatted in 
bold and a font size of 16px should be interpreted as “headline 3” throughout the document). Furthermore, 
human intervention might be advantageous for page layout recognition, thus simplifying the detection of 
multi-column layouts, sidebars etc7. The development of an appropriate Adobe Acrobat plug-in might be an 
interesting task.
6 Conclusion
Until such enhanced functions become available, (semi-) automatic conversion of non-tagged PDF to DAISY3 
seems not to be very promising. Regarding further cooperation with “libreka!” in the “Leibniz” project, a two-
fold strategy seems appropriate: At first, efforts should be made to improve the “libreka!” document style 
guide to promote the availability of tagged PDF on “libreka!”; the definition of a DAISY 3 compatible custom 
tag set might also be expedient. 
In cases where the processing of non-tagged PDF cannot be avoided, the only feasible method seems to be 
an export to the Microsoft Word .DOC format immediately after automatic tag structure generation. Thus 
– Acrobat tag structure detection having proved to be highly unreliable – at least a maximum of visual for-
matting can be preserved, which may be helpful to manually reconstruct some of the semantic information 
lost in the conversion to PDF. Regrettably, the time and effort necessary for this manual reconstruction may 
turn out to be only marginally lower than a purely manual DAISY 3 tag structure generation starting from a 
plain text source document.
5  Significantly, an analysis of the built-in accessibility functions of Macromedia (now Adobe) Flash and Director MX 2004 
provided similar results (Nikolaus 2005).
6   If, on the other hand, each publisher uses his own custom tag set, further processing cannot be standardized, but has to be 
adapted to each tag custom set separately.
7  It seems that Adobe Capture 3 provides some basic support for the latter issue.
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